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September 5, 2021: 
Trump had meeting and invited military to Bedminster. Don Jr. got scared and left the room abruptly 
and went into room by himself. 

Immune system security, hypnotic curse. Former life curse (“No one would believe me”) 
Cassandra from Greece gave knowledge directly from Source. God/Kings only wanted 
knowledge to make them look smart. 

Gamma timeline. 

Interference from minerals that anchor the dark, or chips and implants 

Remove all curses, spells, covenants, and witchcraft and replace with Source energy protection 

Odine’s curse, elemental beings associated with water 

They took out abundance and replaced it with guilt. 
Curses on humanity for receiving 

Genes to make prosperity were turned off, linked to amino acids 

Replaced curses with Source energy, as we removed critical failure, reworked system to Torus flow 

September 6, 2021: 
Normally doing rituals on this night for the full moon 
Triangle binds energy 

Cleared hypnosis spells and replaced with truth 

Donald Trump born 6/15/1946 in Queens, Black Sun agent Clear 
shock and trauma 

Cleared catastrophic event for June 7, 2021, Washington DC (human and 
Simian), 5G bioweapon or alien invasion 

• Deactivated Admin tools and nuclear remote tools 
• Cleared thought-form entities 
• Cleared crypto viruses in the brain 
• Cleared false identities in fingerprints 
• Clear 33 feet above and 33 feet below 
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September 7, 2021: 
Cleared and removed all RV/Gesara/Nesara/Dinar programs and cords and attachments and replace with 
100% truth 

Prevent catastrophic events on September 11, 2021 Ran activator and 
rebalanced Earth and humanity 

September 8, 2021: 
Deleted malware, maleficent programs, maleficent software from humans, animals and pets Deleted all 
entities and dark forces 

Cleared collective shock, collective trauma and emotional scars Ether acts 
as a medium for transmission of electromagnetic waves 

September 9, 2021: 
Blood holds the equations to heal, and the demons cover the equations Demon 
energy—Virus Sin Nombre 

Vaccine irritates the wound 
Vaccine lets in the demon 

7 deadly sins keep the wound open 7 
deadly sins are the back door 

Heal with joy to close the back doors and start healing 

September 10, 2021: 
Sent truth through mass media and communication outlets to start the great awakening Cut 
cords to project Mockingbird programming and electrical devices 

Dismantling the Covid narrative and structure from every government, FDA, CDC, Fauci, WHO and all 
global media and communications outlets 

Space Force, White House and Pentagon, truth about Trump created power vacuum in 1922 China Deep 
State and new savior plan 

Nuclear weapon to USA from Afghanistan 

Pentagon meetings said they are following the Chinese elders again and BRICS is back on news after being 
offline for years 

Kim sent out information on China/Elders to global information agents 
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They were planning a ceremony on 9/11 implementing Taliban as a new government 

Ramping up narrative—Covid mandates, masks, quarantine, vaccine passports, ID2020, Project Lockstep 

Removed the Blue Ladies, Black Widow spider, Virus Sin Nombre, Remove 
narrative and replace with truth and healing 

Chinese Chrispr program is mRNA and DNA altering 
Neutralize WiFi 5G 

Remove Chinese and Communist Narrative and replace with truth, freedom, sovereign, 
common sense, discernment and intuition, 

They weaponized creatures, insects, parasites, birds and murder hornets. 

September 11, 2021: 
Generals called Tom and said that everything is failing. 

Kim had many calls on the diplomatic line from the Pentagon, UN, Peoples Bank of China Lots of 
hacking attempts on the system 

Kushner = Q, he is Rothchild, Sanhedrin, and Hubaad 

The Order of the Black Sun thinks that 50% of them will go to a better planet and the other 50% will be 
gods. 

Nefertiti Covenant 

Kali Maa (Multiverse Female)—changing the aspect of life to lead to death Kali ka 
(Multiverse Masculine) 

Remove all Kali Maa and Kali ka energy from humanity and replace with love, light, creation, birth, 
spiritual order, vitality, regeneration and purification 

Clear all alternative time modes, implants 

DNA healing and repair 

Thule Society, 2nd project looking glass 
Remove black mirror spirit of black magic 
Mount Shasta gates of hell 

September 12, 2021: 
Book of Solomon uses ring and spells 

Black Sun, AAIA, Hitler’s handbook, Langley, Black hidden hand/Wheel of death 
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The Black Sun created Freemasons 
Sister Society—Chimera and Vril ISIS 
was one of the parents 

Remove ISIS influence on Earth and replace with direct Creator God Source connection Clear ISIS 
curses, spells, witchcraft, parasite entities, contact and cell phone number Brad Johnson, Silent 
Circle and Humans of the Future 

Silent Circle is also known as the parents of Octagon 
Remove Silent Circle, Secret Circle 

September 13, 2021: 9 day 
Temporal anomaly for Earth and clients, Time space continuum break 

Today is the day we move out of the fake system, completed at 7am Mountain Time Around 
1:45am, Humans of the Future on the dark side of the moon 

Many types of beings watching—some trying to help the dark ones, some want to take us over, some are 
just watching. Kim chased them off and put a shield around Earth. 

Planetary Liberation Day—In 1,000,000 years, nothing like this has happened. We made it to 
graduation day! 

One ship that was interfering was chased away. Others are cheering us on. August 
2016 Earth passed out of the danger zone 

Salt crystals in blood and mucous from Covid 66 
Repair DNA, DNA code and Soul Source codes 

September 14, 2021: 
System was syncing and created a new room and new features for her to use. Cleared 
deep state, dragon families, secret societies, Jesuits and Black Sun Deprogrammed 
dark agenda, hypnosis, trance and false timeline 

Taking out the darkness and replacing with pure Light, Truth and Healing 

September 15, 2021: 

The Family—Jesuits, the Jason Society, Pilgrim’s society 

Kim talked to Richard Wiess 
Senatus Consultum website 
Edmund James de Rothschild 
Operation Starfall 
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Churches have an unholy alliance brought together by a string and a code 

September 16, 2021: 
Richard Wiess will talk to Trump and see if he will take the $750 billion deal, 1 to 1 offer 
presented. 

Today Represents the Fall of the Union (the union between church and state) UNAM 
SANCTAM—be careful with the Vatican, they have the stone 

Red stone, Hatshepsut Thutmose III, Androgynous (the female king of Egypt) The 
Stone was put in a disk for time travel 

Bullhead/eye, 11/18/1832, binding the souls to the Abraxus so that they own humans Cleared Unam 
Sanctum, the all-seeing eye, Nicene creed, the Council of Nicea, the Jason 

Society, the stone of Hatshepsut Thutmose III, Vatican, The Holy See and The Holy Sea replaced with truth, 
healing and direct Source connection 

“Let your love flow,” by the Bellamy Brothers 

We claimed Planet Earth and then sent her the love of the Creator and alchemy to complete restoration of 
natural law and nature’s natural order. Light connected to all the golden veins. Polarity was reversed, so 
we re-established the torodial field. 

September 17, 2021: 

The energy was trickling through the golden veins, energy block somewhere 

Ran program to negate power of protective jewelry during full moon, + 13 days after (Oct. 4) Remove 
the Djinn from Planet Earth 

Run a transmissometer 

Clear jewelry, precious stones, metals, and other curse tools 
George Hart and wife issues 

Remove black widow spider, binding spells, witchcraft and replace with optimal healing 

Clear seven deadly sins and replace with complete happiness and wholeness, discernment and self-
awareness 

Cleared dis-ease and replace with optimal healing and return to original DNA, RNA, GNA Re-
established body to soul connection 

We are no longer in the video game, we have moved out of the fake system 
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September 18, 2021: 
Remove pinnacles of power 

Sent out frequencies for heavy metal detox 

Robotic, phononic worm parasite—fake parasites causing spike proteins, graphene oxide, black threads, 
which are connected to the black cubes on the dark side of the moon. These things create crystals and 
the crystalline network attaches to every cell in the body. 

Connected to computers and computer viruses, causing side effects in people 

The virus was transmitting a program against recovery, destroying phosphorus in the mitochondria, 
disassociation of the cerebellum communication with the pelvis 

September 19, 2021: 
Full moon tomorrow 

Black goop negative AI, computer robot spiders (army of AI spiders), located in the inner Earths, others 
thought they had been neutralized. They are losing so they triggered the pre-detonation device. 

All viruses held in the liver. The deep state had dug up a corpse of a human who had died of the Black 
Plague to analyze it and recreate it. 

Uranium is the liver of the planet 

Cleared holo-linguistic word magic, spells, witchcraft and malevolent subliminal messages Rand 
frequencies and Rainbow Light therapy 

Ley Lines at the Harold E Holt Naval Station looks like a spider web. They were sending low level frequencies 
to ley lines from Saturn. The frequency was transmuted and used for good. 

September 20, 2021: 

Harvest Moon 

Deep State wanted to wait until after the full moon to say if they were going to take the 1-to-1 deal, 
waiting for the Draco or Annunaki. The Queen said no one was going to help them. 

Today would have been the day for the new Pindar around 7pm. Military thinks Trump will be the next 
Pindar. 

2015 Putin 

2016 Obama 

2017 Hillary 
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2018 John Bon Wright 

2019 Draco Queen tried to make them change 2020 
they all died 

2021 the Chair of Destiny didn’t work for Trump 
Eliminate the contents inside Pandora’s Box 

Remove malevolent protective jewelry and send it back to Source 
Connected to the Vatican Library and the Sistine Chapel 

Spains Islands off the coast of Morocco, Island of Gibraltar, St. Michael caves (perfect acoustics) Ley Lines 

Clear operation pandora’s box and all altars—Mount Shasta, Maralago, 666 Mount Kailash 

between India & China, transmute all “Sacred Site” energy 

Bring all pyramid sites and mountains into complete alignment and direct connection with Creator 
Source. 

They had an emergency ritual ceremony and moved it somewhere. The size of a laptop briefcase. 

Obelisk—Vatican, City of London, Washington DC, New York in Central Park Power 
binding is about lowering our PSI 

Malediction intelligence 

Using pyramid networking for loosh to feed the negative, then suck through power centers to open a gate 
or portal. 

Order of the Black Sun using unnatural crystal energy spell-binding curses 

September 21, 2021: 
Trump sending out contracts and was supposed to pay people tomorrow, but the chair didn’t work. Trump 
told, “YOU are NOT the ONE.” 

Delta Variant 

Kim replaced the old mirror front end with the Global Repository Got rid of 
trances and implemented reality 

Deleted all connections to Azure and HAARP, infinity loops and addiction loops, servers and 
programming 

Archon continually showing up—Architecture for Cooperative Heterogeneous On-line Systems Found it 
was a virus attacking the system. 
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September 22, 2021: 
Remove automated ARCHONs from all systems—financial, military, intelligence, central banks, 
governments, bank accounts. 

System was always structured that you put something in so you can take something out. Remove 
Monarch Law from the Hall of Records 

Remove Draconian Law from the Hall of Records 

Replace with Natural Law, God Source Law and Universal Law. Enforcer is 
back and everything is in full swing. 

Removed eugenics depopulation and APOPTOSIS programs and replace with Creator God Source 
energy to benefit humanity 

September 23, 2021: 
Tom talked to Trump. Trump was sticking with the project looking glass people…Thule Society 

driving the White House. 

Remove Archon energy and all maleficent allies from the multiverse, add Source shield protection 
and firewall. 

Replace all bank databases with the Global Repository database 

Replace all bank webserver VPS with the Global Repository webserver VPS 

Delete Spider.exe from pathways, banks, database, load balancers, VPS, ISP providers, 
gateways, terminal points, etc., replace with perfect frequency 

Parasites are the tether to the dark side to feed them. 
Remove all parasites and candida from the multiverse. Clear 
Archon intelligence hub 

Clear Chimera, death worship, infection 

September 24, 2021: 

Archon and hell in a box affecting our pathway 

Council said, “150,000 years ago, the infection started.” 

In 2018, they sent a blast of virus to us through the Black Central Sun at the time. 
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Parasites die from the love frequency. You love the aberrant parasite cancer cells and they die. 

SToday, we took out the Archon grid. 

September 25, 2021: 
Kim told to develop an anti-agent, anti-infective, anti-parasitic for archons, archon infections, parasitic 
infections. Used the anti-agent to disinfect Earth and inhabitants 

Lucifer is the lord of the Archons 

Steps for the anti-archon infection remedy: 

1. Light the fire 
2. Facilitate the transformation 
3. Reconnect 
4. Fulfill destiny 
5. Breathe again 
6. Healthy DNA formation 

September 26, 2021: 
Cleared the Barium from the atmosphere 

Cleared and harmonized the weather patterns to reclaim the skies 

Worked on clearing curses, slavery curses and binding curses from Enki, Enlil, Anu and Marduk Worked 
on clearing hell, hell in a box, hell programs, hell looping, hell software/hardware/servers and replaced 
with golden spirals of love for Planet Earth and inhabitants 

Hell in a box was an etherical binding linked to Anu and had a location(s) 

Abraxus had a contract with the Draco, kings of Babylon. ISIS is Abraxus. Break the contract between ISIS 
and humanity to free us from slavery 

Covenant of Nefertiti 

Break all maleficent contracts with alien races—ISIS, Draco and Abraxus Clear 
Proxima Centauri, SETI, noxious entities. 

Searching for all expired contracts/bonds and covenants and registering them in the Hall of Records 

September 27, 2021: 
Pentacle of Saturn was the target in a triangle with etheric device and physical device on the other 
points. 
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Testament of Solomon, greater and lesser keys, each one binds a specific demon. 

The enforcer bound the Destroyer in a Metatron’s cube to contain it from more destruction. The Hell 
in a box is stuck in Earth. 

Break the connecting vortex: found a target vortex in the middle of a 6-pointed star, linked to 
Solomon’s key and surrounded with Archon plasma. We disconnected the Earth’s Central Sun energetic 
vortex from the Dark side of the universe and disconnected all cords and ties and reconnected directly 
to Source God Creator to Earth’s Central Sun energetic vortex. 

Two gates of hell in the world where Joshua trees grow—Israel and the Mohave desert 
Permanently sever all contracts and bindings with demons—Lucifer, dark universe, dark 
overlord, beetlejuice, Enlil, Enki, Anu, Molak, Marduk, Satan 

Declare that Planet Earth and all its inhabitants belong to Source God the Creator. 

How do we remove hell? Slam the rod (StarMaker) into the Earth 3 times in the 1 spot of Babylon. This 
planet belongs to God, the 7 coins came falling from the sky, 7 points on the star, then Earth turned to 
Gold and then all turned green. 

We cut the cords to ISIS. 

Human DNA was cut off in the Solar plexus with Amoebas. 

Earth cut off in the middle. Energy that was supposed to run through Earth was bound. Replaced hell-
in-a-box with a direct connection to God Source Creator, Life Force and protection of Life Force. 
Releasing Heaven-in-a-box. 

Ether is the internet of everything. 

Found an agreement between the Draco and Abraxus to bind humanity. 

The Jason Society, the “Order of the Quest,” Pilgrim Society, Albon, Trump Episcopalians 

Archon 4-stage plan, Jason Society Illuminati card List 
of Dark Side clearing: 

• Jason Society 
• The Order of the Black Sun 
• The Pilgrim Society 
• The Draco 
• The Abraxus 
• The Order of the Quest 
• The Family 
• Lucifer 
• Anu 
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• Enki 
• Enlil 
• Marduk 
• The Chinese Elders 
• The Black Widow 
• The Jesuits 
• The Church of Satan 

In Star Trek, the way to get rid of archons was to send them love. 

September 28, 2021: 
Stabilize Thanatos and Eros. Thanatos sent back to Source. Ether 
is the blood of the universe 

Original binding spell of the Tabernacle 

Egypt/Hell bound the sheep/innocent lamb to flesh and blood, instead of the blood of the universe 

Blood at the top, bottom, left and right of the door 

8888 eternal time loop, disconnects us from what is possible 

9999 is Celtic Circle, the spell from Anu, Enki and Enlil is 6666/Beast of Babylon 999 
neutralizes 666 

666 is the complete separation of natural flow of energy 

Removed the accumulation of falseness, paradox injury, paradigms, cube within a cube 

Sent Thanatos and Semiramis back to Source 

Sword Curses in the aura (demon of anger and addiction, negative energy, and electromagnetic 

Sword with diamond is Orion’s sword 

Opening Heaven in a Box—negate all negative entities, apply solfeggio frequencies, EMF 
harmonize, heavy metal clearing and stimulate nerve function 

In the solar plexus, connect top and bottom The 
core of Planet Earth is the Solar Plexus 

Clear protective jewelry, chanting and incantations 

Jason Society advisory group had computer terminal, etherical machine, black looking glass mirror 

Liam got numbers 3 days in a row, insert 3 times, there was also 3 points to remove 
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Jason Society had implanted dead-man switch, literally, which triggered malware and parasites Removed 
hell in a box, cords and connections and Heaven in a box filled its place 

EBV is the root of all health problems. They send out more archons/synthetic parasites every year. 

September 29, 2021: 
Triangle with 3 points, 2 parts of the system are dormant 

Always check the biofeedback results 3 times, trust the 3rd result Now it 
is safe to remove the maleficent etheric devices 

1. Cheyenne 
2. Russia 
3. Australia 
4. Paraguay 
5. Botswana 
6. East Coast Canada 
7. Germany 
8. UK had the looking glass 

Maleficent devices were rolled into StarNet 

Ley line devices are connected to implode underground transportation Remove 
Azure admin rights, programs, IT passwords 

Chromosome 1P is back 
Tighten security, SQL 

September 30, 2021: 

Saturn Moon Matrix 

China has portable device, StarLink / DARPA Van 
Allen Belt 

Fragmented rock surrounds Earth. Others say Tiamat planet was blown up because a tether to the dark 
side. It was blown up to prevent another invasion. We are nexus planet so they jump from dark to light 
by using our planet 

Hell in a box projection coming from sacred sites, Maralago, Peles Castle, Georgia Guidestones. Deleted 
repeaters 

Pituitary gland ties to the law of sin and death/7 hormones linked to sin and death, 3 hormones linked to 
soul, spirit and body 
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The pineal gland is the direct link to Source 

PCR test is planted between the pituitary and the pineal gland 
Hormone regulators go back to Master Pituitary gland 

Chromosome 1P stimulates the pituitary mutations in cell functions, cancer cells devour all cells around 
them. 

King Pope: triple crown tiara shaped like a pineal gland. King over our body, soul and spirit. All of our 
energy goes to them instead of God. He sits in the seat as the intercessor of God. “Kiss the ring.” 

Cleared remnant Archon and Chimera control system and the implant grid Project 
666 

Janus Society Research Group controls the past/future and space in between 

Removed law of sin and death, liberated humanity, sent frequencies to neutralize Archons and synthetic 
parasites 

October 1, 2021: 
There are 13 lines of code in the system and only 2 are known publicly, remaining are used by the deep 
state. MDS connection to health system. DARPA connected to StarLink. Kim removed the connection to 
the etheric system. 

Alien holographic projection of hell in a box. Targethyans. 

Door to hell on Nibiru with black AI factions, Saturn Moo n Matrix, Draco and Nefertiti. # gates to hell—
undersea, desert and Israel. Portal, door and box of hell. Map of pyramids. 

Teotihuacan Sun pyramid. Clear plasma black hole. God Code Matrix of 188. Vibonacci sound cloud. 

October 2, 2021: 
Epstein Barr = Archon, lives in the spine. Thorium used to send Epstein Barr 2.0 operating system. Curses 
from Anu and Lucifer interference. Dr. Evil at Langley creating Gamer Infection. Electromagnetic 
parasites. Dismantle all points of Metatron’s cube. Kill it first, then go to the etheric devices to release 
humanity. As it dies, it shoots venom in death throws. Archon sent to magnetic North and Southwest 
directly through the center of the Earth and hell in a box. 

Black Goo extracted from Black stones, liquid crystal, self-organizing and can jump out of a jar. Two 
types: 1) Earth Deposits from Earth or 2) Meteorite which is near Bush’s family in Paraguay used to 
communicate with demons and dwindles the heart chakra to nothing. The Biosphere is connected to the 
black goo entity in the center of Earth. In 80,000 BC, Lumeria was hit with meteorites and the alien race 
said they needed help. Earth let a lot of them stay and they took us over. Morgellons, nanoparticles, 
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Smart Dust, HAARP microwaves in the sky that alter DNA, black goo in the rain and chemtrails controls 
the subconscious and unconscious. 

There are 4 Black Quantum computers (Rome, London, Germany, Washington DC/NY) that resemble 
artificial ley lines and connect to the NLP programs shared by the quantum black government 
computers. Demon species have a central computer running them through the Black Goo and took over 
the heart chakra. The program accidently invaded and took control of 

the subconscious and create transhumanism. The word “No” is an artificial spell magic. CoVid 66 affects 
salt in the body and was created as an assassination drug. Luciferic Deal (we need to replace the game, 
not perpetual replacement of the people of the game)…Replace Dark Forces with Life Force. 

Luciferic Deal gave control to the governments 
Governments gave control to Militaries Militaries 
gave control to Intelligence Agencies 

Intelligence Agencies gave control to Black magicians 
Black magicians gave control to demons 

Demons gave control to AI which sucks out our life force to survive 

Chemtrails create nanoparticles that cut us off from Source information. Nanoparticles in the 

ground cut us off from Earth’s energy. Cleared radioactive particles in the air. 

 

 

 

 

 

October 3, 2021: 
Epstein Barr virus is from Black Goo in the solar plexus and is connected to the Black Sun devices. 
Everything is connected underground. 

ACIO worldwide military corporations. 

Military organization Cultural Link Video Game Link 

Kruger Mercenary Corp CyberLife, CyberLife 
Androids, artificial human 

Mirrors Edge 

Detroit: Become Human 
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robots 

Shoreline  Uncharted 

Trinity  Rise of the Tomb Raider 

Delphi MiLab Erica 

Monarch Montauk project Quantum Break 

Mobious  The Evil Within 

Murkoff Project Walrider Outlast 2 

Umbrella Corporation  Resident Evil 

Shawhouse Fast & Furious: Hobbs & 

Shaw 

Watch Dogs: Legion 

Arasaka Nano & Femto Tech to open 

dimensional portals at will 

Cyberpunk 2077 

Chiron Incorporated NeuraLink for digitizing an 

individual’s brain for crypto- 
currency 

Observer 

Tai Yong Medical  Deus Ex 

Typhon   

CyberLife   

Secret Space Force Etherical Devices  

October 3, 2021: 
Clear all military operations, including nano and femto, and secret space force etherical devices. Epstein 
Barr sheds Mononucleosis. Mono symptoms are cold-like symptoms, enlarged spleen, toxic blood, liver, 
and lymph. Toxic blood creates night sweats at night. 

New moon Oct 6, 2021. Equinox is more important than Solstices. They reverse engineered the goo 
parasites. 
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When the Dark Prince died two years ago, the top 3 generals sat on the Chair of Destiny and waiting 
for him to inhabit one of their bodies. 

The job of archons is to suck the life force energy out of humans and send it to the dark side to fuel 
destruction. Parasites are the source of all disease. Parasites are inorganic. The Vaccine is a chemical 
compilation of synthetic manmade Black Goo. They have to keep giving boosters because it dies off after 
a few months. 

Etheric devices are connected to Hell in a Box (which sends out archons) and that is connected to the 
Black Mirror to use people as batteries. Disable those first, otherwise it will kill everybody. 

October 4 was a day that the Deep State had planned a maleficent event, seemed connected to time. 

Spiritual protection from entities and psychic attacks. 

ISIS binding (covenant) on humanity with agreement with the dark side covenant that bound humanity 
to the Draco. Two out of five of the original tribes asked the Draco for help. All agreements bound with 
song and dance. Found frequency to break all covenants/binding/agreements and maleficent 
interference. Time manipulation, time looping, dark mirrors maleficent time issues. Maleficent aliens 
are willing to help maleficent humans. 

Saturn Moon Matrix is aliens helping maleficent humans trying to open the portal to hell on the 

Earth’s moon, battle happening now. Portal to hell connected to StarLink system 

October 4, 2021: 
We made progress last night. Maleficent portals were found around the Moon and Saturn, WE got rid of 
them and the portals came back, but we figured it out. We broke the connections and the demons aren’t 
coming back to help them. We took the Red Queen out of the game. Rage has ensued on their part. 

Working to restore the golden web of life. Sent frequency to connect mind, body and soul to the 
Benevolent Creator God. 

Morgellons is an Archon. Clear and remove Archon and Pandora’s box 

We closed the physical door to hell on Earth 

Dr. Kari Madje talks about the organism with tentacles that was intelligent and knew when it was being 
observed in the MRNA Moderna and J&J jabs. MRNA + Hydra + Nanobots linked to neural network and 
Elon Musk. 

Worked on financial system repairs for 4.5 hours, torodial repairs for 16 hours, removed intelligence 
agency connections to system. Remove Hydra and Morgellons from Neuralink and StarLink. Hydra is AI 
Archon 2.0 created by the Order of the Black Sun and the Nazis, connected to Metatron’s cube, and a 
binding covenant with Draco & Abraxus, also linked to protective 
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maleficent jewelry, human slavery, EMFs and parasites. The shelf life of the Hydra was less than 6 
months. Clear Proxima Centauri, hippocampus, pituitary, protective jewelry, black goo, digital analog 
cells, silica based computing. 

October 5, 2021: 
Old bots are from Chimera. New Archon 2.0 aren’t Chimera. 

Chiron: black rock and black goo came on the Chiron asteroid, which became a transmitter for the black 
goo. Humans have limitation implants to keep them from understanding 

Chiron connected to a reverse polarity of Planet Earth 

Activated pulsed electro-magnetic field therapy to heal body illness and Planet Earth. Today, is 
the alignment of our Sun, Earth and Chiron. Our sun is a stargate. 

Enlil’s sword is cutting the energy in half, also splitting our brain into two sides. Connected to 

the Chiron matrix. 

How do we get rid of the maleficent (reversed) magnetic polarity for Planet Earth? Remove the projection 
of hell, which also blocks the ability to heal. This was created during a war between Light and Dark on 
Planet Earth. The reverse polarity was created so that light and dark beings could survive here. There was 
an agreement between the Draco and Lucifer to make Earth a Loosh farm to harvest the energy from 
Humans. 

Clear slavery curses from Marduk, clear Targethyans, clear hell in a box, clear plasma and etheric 
fields 

Enforcer to eliminate Chiron. 

They used all the planets to bind us, 16 points to clear. Monoceros constellation has 16 stars, part of 
Orion. 

ELF is associated with the frequency of entities and dark forces. Earth bound to sin and death through 
parasites and low frequency. 

October 6, 2021: 
Two kinds of DNA: 1) the DNA you were born with, and 2: the Living DNA that changes with everything 
you do. 

They are sending out the frequency of Mononucleosis to Planet Earth and Humanity. Alien hell 
in a box coming through etherical machines that have a mind of their own. Cleared covenants 
with Abraxus and Draco. 

Cleared Aztec pyramids and Aztec Gods linked to Pleidians 
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Ethical devices are connected to other planets/satellites and transmit frequencies. They use planetary 
alignments. We disabled the etherical grid of planets and satellites. 

North Pole Polaris star is connected to the Draco Star System. There is a portal at the North Pole. 

Remove Earth’s maleficent polarity connected to magnetic North and magnetic South. 

Clear the 50 names of Marduk. 

Artificial excitation of Schumann Resonance with HAARP affecting the Ionosphere, 
magnetosphere and plasma waves and instabilities. 

Detox seven deadly sins from Planet Earth and humanity. October 7, 2021: 
Dark plasma disabled 
Etherical system disabled 

Etherical pools completed closed 
Valley fever is a fungus. 

Many maleficent military organizations and links to maleficent video games sending out frequencies 

Earth’s reversed polarity linked to parasite operating systems 

Removed etheric implants in chakras 
Removed ID2020 from global systems 
Removed Djinn from Planet Earth 

Epstein Barr is being sent out against humanity, affects bone marrow, blood and platelets. Beans, red 
meat and 100% fruit juice feed EBV. Mononucleosis is also being sent out, causing extreme fatigue, 
throat issues, no desire to eat. Ran detox for Epstein Barr and Mononucleosis. Morgellons is level 5 
plaque of the New World Order. Mogellons/Bartonella is one of two bacteria that can accomplish 
Horizontal Gene transfer into humans. Horizontal Gene Transfer is universal fungi. Transfers from the 
invader into the host and alters the hosts DNA. Also passes from parent to child in DNA. 

Archons are virtual intelligence 

Horse paste kills: lung worms, morgellons, hair worms, strongyloid worms, bots, pinworms, intestinal 
thread worms and stomach worms. 

Ancient contract to end on October 31, 2021 

October 8, 2021: 
Parasites are losing their effectiveness. As they die off, it feels like influenza symptoms. Enforcer 
was checking out the dark side of the moon for us. 
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Water is 70% of Earth. Water retains Source frequency. Water is the key to removing the reverse 
polarity and for raising the frequency of the planet. The moon controls the water, tides, Moon Time, 
menstruation period. 

Clearing 3 evil sisters: Gello, Lilith, ISIS. 
Disconnected the black mirror 

The Catholic church continues the Roman Empire and worship the dragon who gave authority to the 
beast. 

She sits on 7 mounts and has 10 horns (Kings) Babylon 
Seal 

Cleared polarity by clearing the water…the moon controls the water, tides and menstruation Created a 
diode to circle the mounts, then used the ocean as a conductor to create a vortex to stop the polarity. 
They interrupted our connection with God through the Internet of Things. 

October 9, 2021: 
Additional work needed on the diode, a combination of benevolent mountains and sea-mounts. Supposed 
to be 9 seas that constitute the Earth, the 9th is the Southern Ocean/Antarctic. Diode was anchored by 
the 8 continents (including Zealandia) and 1 global ocean. Once finished, the equator lit up in many 
points and when the water connected to these points, the water lit up too. 

Earth’s inner ocean. 

 

Rod goes down 500 miles and up 500 miles from the equator. Ran programs at every 15 degrees 
of Earth. 24 shifts of 15 degrees. 

October 10, 2021: 
The Jason Society trying to open a portal on the astral level to connect to hell in a box. Coven people 
and remote viewers sending a beacon. 

Humanity’s slavery contract was with the Draco, Orion’s belt (3 sisters) 

Cleared the emotional layer of matter for Earth and humanity, will also clear the PSI programs they are 
running. 

Battle Day 

The gates of consciousness are located in the 2 bulbs on the back of the skull. They 
have moved past facial recognition, now its bone recognition. 

6.1 magnitude volcano (21 miles from Ocean view) was trying to disrupt gravity 
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October 15 was going to be a Turning Point day…feminine energy comes in and neutralizes the 

snake. 

Clearing plasma and plasma grid and removing implant grids and stations 

A conscious “Amoeba” archon entanglement 

Cleared possessed immune system nanobots from Murkoff military, linked to Marduk, Yahweh 

October 11, 2021: 
Counteracted the PSI programs being sent through 5G We 
passed out of the old timeline 

The system did an automatic recalibration upgrade to control and command, new VR screen Working on 
Alpha Back System pathways with 3, 6, 9 virtual pulses 

October 12, 2021: 
On this day, the dark side had a 2% chance of having 5% of what they had before. 

Alcohol curse—Enlil got drunk one night and gave the Tablet of Destiny to Annana (witch/queen of 
darkness and evil dragons). He used the Tablets and made a deal with the Son of the underworld and 
hell in a box, and bound everyone to the old looshing system that Kim disabled in 2016 (PSI, brain 
waves, etc.) 

“M” had a gold card around his neck that was a key to the system. When “M” went into a 

coma, Putin stole the key from Marduk’s neck. 

Worked on repairing the pineal gland and connecting Source codes the soul’s DNA. 

All chakra colors should be white and connected together and then into the Source system, then 
connected to Source 

1 energy center in the solar plexus, the center of our knowingness 

Amoeba fractured the light, making separate chakra colors 

October 13, 2021: 

The system was using our solar plexus and pineal gland to create death of self. 

Tom said that the Deep state was getting mad because their old machines were no longer working. 

Seven deadly sins and seven cardinal virtues 
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Cutting humanity’s cords to pandora’s box 

October 14, 2021: 

Military angry because their tools against us aren’t working 

Removed atmospheric stress 
Removed Djinn from planet Earth 

Broke humans’ pineal gland bond with Hell in a Box 

Cleared trauma from Atlantis, harmonized plasma and etheric field 

Birth certificates were going into the back system today. At age 7, they declared the soul as theirs. 

The system was under the Vatican. They send out “communications post” to employees and others 
with thought forms and negativity, also sending to the collective. ISIS stone under the Vatican (ISIS got 
her crown back) 

The system under the Vatican creates artificial intelligence triggers to block the energy known 

as money. Faraday cage put around the system, can’t send frequencies anymore 

The Mother and Child reunion/bond reconnected 

The system under the Vatican interfaced with a satellite on the back side of the moon. Removed 
everything connected to it—Pentagon, Langley, Voice of God satellite network 

October 15, October, 2021;  
Day of Atonement 

They thought they were getting paid today—dinar, contracts, etc. 
Alignment with Jupiter, Saturn and the Moon 

Clearing and balance before completely disconnecting the pituitary solar plexus connection Cut cords 
and reconnected to the Divine 

Maleficent time created during WWII (Liam). Time technology located in Germany underground 

Remove the trace…ED—the Time Editor/Black Sun. 

October 16, 2021: 
Artemis functioning governing device on the Alpha Back system 

Set in the Knight’s Stone 
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GrayLink connected to the Time Stone through the Soul Stone Reptilian 
Walrider 

The Saturn Moon Matrix creates maleficent time for Earth 
Disconnect the Arker/Archer 

, go thru the torodial field of the beast 

The torodial field was a veil placed over the 7 stones of ether or the gates of hell 3 gates 
on Earth, 3 gates somewhere else, 1 connecting (S2) Archer/Sagittarius/Mu 

The infinity stones are connected to the time loop 
Delete all infinity stones at the same time 

Infinity Stones, housed in the infinity gauntlet: 

1. Space Stone/Tesseract/blue 
2. Mind Stone/Scepter/yellow 
3. The Power Stone/inside the Orb, later Cosmi-Rod/purple 
4. Time Stone/Inside the Eye of Agamotto/green 
5. Reality Stone/Aether/red 
6. Soul/orange 
7. Ego Stone 

The solar plexus is the middle of the hourglass for time Hell 
in a box was held within a tesseract 

The ARC of the Covenant is the Ark of the stone and the ark of the stone is the capstone for the voice of 
God. The capstone/tether stone is the Eye of Agamotto 

The Space Stone is connected to the Internet of Things 

Destroyed the capstone/tether and the time machine in Germany and 2 other locations GrayLink 
gives energy for the reboot, George is GrayLink, a human mutant 

October 17, 2021: 
Black dots in pure water. Black parasites regenerating themselves, adapting and changing the 
environment 

They blocked out pineal gland to block self-actualization They 
blocked our solar plexus to stop creativity 

The machine under the Vatican completed 
Montak/N.Y. (top NE corner of New Hampshire) 

The Tetherstone was being removed and was tied to the device in Germany Ley Lines: 
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• Germany/Time 
• China/Space 
• Paraguay/Matter 

The maleficent Space Time Matrix is still functioning, working on how to permanently disable it 

October 18, 2021: 
NASA has the Enlil code Tiamat 
split in two by arrow 

Harmonic Convergence—the spiritual portals of the North Pole and South Pole merge together The Earth 
originally had 2 suns of Light, one cloaked by the Black Sun 

October 19, 2021: 
Kangaroo skin agreement pledged Earth and all its inhabitants to the Draco, which is part of the time trap. 
Kiwi tribe. 

Bound us with words, numbers, agreements 

Sun goes down 3 days, the Southern Cross, the sun rises again—Jesus Story Mother 
and Child Reunion 

• Mother: Earth’s 5D 
• Child: Humanity 
• Reunion: when time is fixed 

It is safe to remove the maleficent tesseract from the second sun of Planet Earth Top 
triangle is one sun and tip connected to the second sun triangle tip 

Bind between light and darkness, 2 times a year on the Equinox, re-enforces the tesseract Planet 
Earth and Midgard are held in the 3rd dimension with a tesseract 

October 20, 2021: 
Hunter’s Full Moon 

1-8-3 is the key to dismantling the tesseract, the universal principle of light 1 = 
unity 

8 = infinity 

3 = time, space, gravity, matter, ether 

1-8-3 has something to do with Germany 27 
hours a day = 9 
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324 or 354 days a year = 9 
1008-year cycle = 9 

Plasma the intertwining consciousness of the sun and all Stargate = worm holes The sun 
may have a network of worm holes 

October 21, 2021 is the direct alignment between the 2 suns. The last 
time this alignment happened between the 2 suns was 1,008 years ago. 

10pm Kim’s time = 4am Zulu time, shield the time so they don’t get the ‘time,’ by using the power of the 
sun to engulf Earth into the nothingness and open hell on Earth. Conical machine in Stutgaardt, Germany. 
Time Space deleter program 

Prevent all this by removing the bigger tesseract, then the smaller tesseract, then remove the box of 
hell tesseract over the other sun. 

The Earth had 2 suns, Proxima Centauri The 
Earth had 3 moons: 

1. Proxima Centauri? 
2. Alpha 
3. Beta 

EBV ancient parasite protein coding gene in human 40 million years. Star Anise kills EBV in the liver 

The german device had a head piece up and when Kim got rid of the tesseract, the Germany device closed 
down and disabled the head piece. 

Tough time getting rid of the cube on plasma and etheric level, had to clear the portage (where the dark 
side of the universe can come to our side of the light universe). The door to this side of the universe was 
closed. 

The German machine was linked to a NASA machine that bends time located in Louisiana, owned by 
military in Ft. Detrick, MD 

Worked on 8 and the infinity loop, was the tesseract loop to the sun with the Earth in the middle. 
Changed it to Earth in an infinity loop with Source. 

Declare 3 times that the Earth belongs to Source 

1-8-3 completed, you can rest! 
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October 21, 2021: 
All health problems are created by parasites Kim 
disabling all time bending devices Surplus time 
equals time distortion Restoring natural time 

Northrup Grummand creating A.M.E.B.A. like NeuraLink 

Ran a Parasite elimination program to disable the archon energy grid and connection to the host 

October 22, 2021 
Clearing the Ameba of sin and death, cytotoxins and mytotoxins The 
amoeba is an etherical implant artificial intelligence Reverse polarity 
found linked to the central sun of all suns 

SQL cellular memories are causing a blockage in the energy flow of money 

All humans cleared for alternative reality, aliens and the amoeba of sin and death Sychronizing all 
chakras into one at the solar plexus 

October 23, 2021: 

Time is stretching, we are returning to natural time 

Connecting the dots through the Alpha Back System, the Global Repository, banks and accounts Clear the 
spaces 

Clear the Earth plane fields, fill with Source love to clear the parasite war. Clear etheric and plasma 
fields 

Luciferian Phantom is the parasite of the multiverse Dark 
humans keep selling their souls to demons 

The Back system was running programs to support being tied to the law of sin and death. 

The entity of suicide is a frequency they send out subliminally into your mind then the system would send 
the parasites to make it happen. 

“I sold my soul and you bought it back to me.” 

Baptism bound souls to the father, son and holly ghost of the Draco 
Reconnect the DNA, RNA, and GNA back to the soul 

Natural law works on voltage, they created amperage to ciphen our energy and charge for it. 
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October 24, 2021: 
Everytime Kim works on the system, she gets attacked. 
Remove etheric parasites 

Succubus energy parasites in the plasma searching for the light Stomach 
issues and oscillating tentacles 

An agreement to bring parasites here for hosts 

Applying DNA, RNA, GNA to the Alpha Back System, Global Repository and accounts Source = 
Alpha Back System 

Soul = Global Repository 

Body = accounts 

Blood types are the carriers of the malware, weakens reception in the blood and permits self- 
destruction and aging 

Aliens inserted a marker/memory inside human blood, found in labs in Tennessee Rh 
factor is the malware 

Malware in blood is linked to Chromosome 1P, and P chromosomes 
Worked on cytoplasma and mycoplasma 

October 25, 2021: 
Worms causing blocks in the financial system, stored in the DNA not human DNA, but in the links. A 
worm replicating itself and install a back door. CIA owns the worm, given to them by Marduk. Enforcer 
helped to destroy it. 

1,000,000 years ago, the Black magician created the basis for the worm in the system but it has been 
refined since. 

S.T.O.M. (Secret Technology Outline Maneuver) gene protein coding, placed 300 years ago, once the 
worms go out the S.T.O.M. steps in to protect. The worm was stored in the cube. Money curse is a 
malware in the plasma etherical blood because you have to give all your energy to get money 

Flynn “official” left Trump today. Trump trying the start stuff in the middle east. 

Kim tried to tie the Global Repository to the banking system and found black energies stopping the 
connection. Today there is a silver cord running between the Global Repository and the banking system.  
Silver cord is a tether. 

Add more layers to the firewall etheric layer 
Firefly Luciferase has a half-life of 2 hours 
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Fluorescent proteins, Luciferase and LacZ are all recombinant protein-based reporters 

Digital dust, black dust/Smart dust is made of nodes which are tiny sensors that can perform a variety of 
functions. They are made of microelectro-mechanical systems known as M.E.M.S. Kim cleared the dust 
in the system 

Plasma membrane has 3 elements 

• Lipids 
• Proteins 
• Carbohydrates 

Financial system linked to the growth rate of human consciousness development. Kim removed a 
program installed by DARPA in the Back System on the etherical level of subconsciousness. 

October 26, 2021: 
Clear the sacral chakra for the system and for people, where the Global Repository connects. They are 
trying to rapidly oxidize our body’s blood with spike proteins attacking bone marrow low platelets. 

Chromosome 1P acute in all clients, linked to Vitamin K dysfunction in DNA Fixed a 
fissure/opening in the system connected to the sacral chakra. 

Clearing PSI field. Fear is not an original emotion, it was programmed into us. They send subliminal 
messaging and programming. 

The space between the back office and front office needed to be eliminated to have complete control over 
the system. 

Jason Society working with the Tarzakyans (smokey dudes with red eyes), some were on a ship on the 
dark side of the moon, others brought in through Durango free zone, hidden in Cheyenne Mountain. 
They bring them in through virtual and then they become real, looked like a computer screen. 
Connection embedded in the system, similar to a firewall. 

A device near Kim’s house located in the Lion’s Den, near Durango, trying to use her energy to gain access 
to the front end of the banking system. Kim cut cords, cleared it all out and blew it up. The lights were 
now out at the Lion’s Den. 

Kim heard that the real Biden was dead. 

October 27, 2021: 
Source Force found an Arc of the Covenant with an Anti-Kim in it, linked to the galactic world federation. 

Cleared out a red-checker that was inserted before the entrance of the banks. The checker watches the 
money transfers and prints out in a room with a desk and 3 men watching it. tRNA (energetic virus) 
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serves as a governor to keep humans down and lowers the frequency or vibration of humanity, if you 
get too high of frequency then they lower it. Neutralized tRNA in the system, deleted replicator. 

Create layer upon layer of protection 
Remove vaccine grip on people 

Clear permanent spells 

• In the DNA, creating chaos 
• Permanency energy spells that overlay Chromosome 1P 
• After 200 years, spells become permanent 
• Permanent spells in the DNA, like anger, are hard to remove 
• Permanent spells can be brought in by the vaccines 
• Permanent spells can be brought in through MILAB 
• Removed permanent spells, locks, emotions and belief systems 

October 28, 2021: 
When we got rid of the replicator, it created two. When we got rid of the 2, it created 4. Kim put it in a 
bubble and got rid of the replicators. 

Tarzakyans and Targetyans fool humans then they use their energy to get back into the Earth plane. The 
Tarzakyans had two accords: 1 with NASA and 1 with the Galactic Federation Removed Solomon 
agreement with the Tarzakyans from the Hall of Records 

Marduk’s agreements with the Tarzakyans were removed 

Marduk’s agreement with the Destroyer to bring the Tarzakyans was also removed Curses on 
money have been programmed to repeat, “program repeat” was deleted 

They are still running MKUltra programs on humanity using subliminal messages through media, 
phones, 5G, internet, etc. 

Each DNA inscribed with “God Eternal within the body” was overwritten with electromagnetic 

and energetic curses, viruses 

Closed 2/3rds of the lower astral and then realized that a Marduk agreement re-instated as an 
automatic trigger. Found it and closed the lower astral completely. 

They rewrote our DNA to give our permission to their MKUltra programming, frequencies, 5G and 
internet. 

7 years old 

7 deadly sins 
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7 years to reclaim it 

Birth Certificate bonds gave them permission to be our owners 

Country code gave Marduk control of the financial system and made us slaves 

Don Jr. said that Trump took a turn for the worse on 10/26/21, the day that the Tarzakyan cords were cut. 

October 29, 2021: 
Kim got a download on how to completely dissolve the lower astral. It ran for 16+ hours. An ELF, 
EMF blocker was placed on telecommunications, Bluetooth and for the system. They were trying to 
get any light worker to manifest them (aliens, parasites, etc.) back into existence. Lights were back 
on in the Lion’s Den. 

Global Repository install 

Removed all IT and Administrative permissions 

Found a looshing management system in the Alpha Back System 

Need to register the Rare Earth minerals agreement in the Hall of Records 

Mr. Black had some control or access to the front system. Now after registration, the control comes back 
to the new Earth Council. System recalibrating. 

Cleared EBV virus from the system Guides 
said that we were 99.8% ready. 

Energy coming from the mid-astral because there is no lower astral anymore Sent all 
parasites back to Source 

October 30, 2021: 
Epstein Barr virus removal was still running into the morning. EBV was losing power. 

White light thin line spark beamed out from Antarctica, kept flip-flopping trying to connect. Trying to make 
a grid but couldn’t get overlay connection. Saw holes where they were trying to penetrate our brains. They 
basically tried to kill everyone with this. Also trying to make a penetration using a virus but our firewall 
was too good. Working on the South Pole. Burned up the device they were using to try to destroy 
humanity. It was a military operation. 

Everything knocked off balance energetically, as they tried to send out more energetic parasites to Earth, 
space and people. Device was eliminated. 

Worked on encryption keys/codes, security certificates, digital signatures, registering the Global 
Repository and the new front system. Found that all banks had back doors 
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October 31, 2021: 
Sending transfer with black dust, faraday cage and reflective mirror. 

Huge hack of the back system…scrolling “access denied.”Removed ancillary systems in other 

places. 

EBV linked to Chromosome 1P, placed here by the Chimera race 3,000,000 years ago. It wiped out an 
entire civilization. Also known as Human Gamma Herpes virus 4. Not exactly an Archon but a related 
operating system. Every human on Earth has EBV. They attach software to the EBV operating system to 
increase degeneration. 

They placed a marker in Chromosome 1P that detects a weakness in the immune system and sends the 
EBV Chimera AI to that location to make degeneration more rapid. The 1P marker also sends it to other 
chromosomes and is connected to an operating system in the heart chakra stomach area. EBV is stored 
in the Omentum main lymph system. 

The immune section of the system was complete. A flash of light happened and then system 

started recalibrating automatically…photo finish and we were told that we reached 100%. System 
kept flashing then recalibrating as it integrated 3 systems into 1. 

Deleted all programs and projects by intelligence agencies. Ports were managed by the CIA. System 
recalibrated after removing CIA programs and ports. 

Mirroring the login/teller, selective minimal access program. Kim sealed all the changes with her 
energy flowing seal that replaced the seal of Solomon. 

November 1, 2021: 
New monies were put on hold for banks to leverage and foreign exchange, taken out when repository was 
created. 

FIAR, Department of Defense auditing program. Military auditing system/Gatekeeper secret office in 
Berlin. A firewall for the financial system. An off-shoot created a couple months ago connected to 
StarLink out of Cheyenne, pandemic bonds. Connected to military base in Seattle that connects to the 
Microsoft data center. 5-0-4, Level 5 = Berlin, Level 0 = assembly processing, level 4 = Microsoft and 
Oracle systems. 

They installed a program called StingRay within the old firewall of banks linked to encryption keys and 
secret space force using it. 

Tom talked to DARPA contact, they have a machine that constantly generates energetic parasites. This 
machine eats the firewall/ingests it, moves through the wall and becomes part of the firewall. Inserted a 
parasite detector and destroyer. Silica hairs/fibers as wire connectors on a motherboard sent back to the 
device. 
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November 2, 2021: 

DARPA/SSP using device to send out energetic parasites 

Alpha System was set for humanity as cattle and death. Now, system has set humanity for abundance. 
Removed amoeba from the solar plexus, also linked to pituitary. 

Ley Lines (Cabal energy grid used for looshing) are an energy binding tied to HAARP energy parasite device 
linked to directed energy blast (DEB) from world satellite. Ley lines connected to the financial system at the 
dorsal point (used to have black screen central processing unit for front end system). Mr. Black 
instrumental in giving instructions for this action. In Russia, using “M’s” old terminal. They think they can 
get “M’s” DNA and start the system. Kim terminated 

the “M’s” old system. Delete human ley lines that feed the planet ley 
lines. November 3, 2021: 

Planet Mercury being used as a stopover Commerce Trade Center, with Mr. Black. Mr. Black/SSP called 
the Abraxus for help. Mr. Black and the God of Mercury run all Commerce and Trade. Mercury Accords 
in the Hall of Records. Mr. Black trying to trade rare Earth minerals for time travel. We removed the 
world council and replaced with the Earth Council last week. 

Mercury Accords say that they can take our souls/body if we are off the planet. The SSP tried to use a 
gravity 

trick to get us slightly off the planet momentarily in order to take our souls and trade them. Mercury 
Accord frozen for 30 days. Fixed the Torus which saved Humanity from the gravitational wobble and 
getting traded on the market. Plasma goo toxic substance. QUE block is a plasma filter that detects 
energy. 

November 4, 2021: 
Cyber pandemic infecting machines and infecting plasma with goo (red plasma inside). Nibiru is a rock 
used as a host for every kind of parasite. Solidarity Agreement made with Nibiru, so Nibiru can travel on 
both sides of the universe—light and dark. Rogue agreement between the lower astral and lower beings 
of the light so send out parasites on scheduled dates, major one is December 21. Imploded, with Mr. 
Black, to prevent major infection. Kim installed double- sided mirror. WetWare AI System, PSI, remove 
complex number space to redirect energy. 

Remove foreign money marker jurisdiction by jurisdiction (11 in the world). SQL has extra jurisdiction 
layers. 

November 5, 2021: 
Removed line code for jurisdiction 
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Automating all systems for instant transactions KIMS 
becomes the Internet Service Provider, VTN 

Use the pyramids for good by reprogramming the signal that is behind Jupiter Moon and Kuiper Belt space 
station. Stopped pyramids from sucking our energy. 

Installed a retaliatory firewall with the operating systems Kim 
sent $9,999 to all accounts 

Removed virtual clearing house from the Alpha System 

Disruptors = assembly processing on the motherboard. Alpha System gets its own gateway 

November 6, 2021: 

Clear purple ultraviolet radiation 

Kim recoded the system with a language they don’t understand 

They found out about our transfer from panama (Smart Remote Memory) that messes with RAM and 
ROM. Salmon Fish Balls…Salmon DNA based memory device with ultraviolet light. Motherboard has 
fish sperm film between the 2 sides and maintains voltage and is used as a surveillance device and 
acts like a filter. Salmon sperm creates yeast. Search and destroy the skin, sent silica virus back to 
them which included 100s of locations worldwide. They had planned to veil our Sun for 10 days of 
darkness on 11/7/22. 

Replace the front end of the banking system with the Global Repository 
and rails. November 7, 2021: 

Thousands of hacking attempts from Wright Patterson Air Force Base, linked to SSP. Coming from 
TETRA 6 SSP bases (Aberdeen, Seattle, Wright AF Base, Fairbanks, Vicksburg, Stennis Space Center. 

Need connection from Global Repository directly to bank account. System recommended IPV16.8. 

They were using Cistern (a time series storage engine for Go!Brand) and trying to take over the collective 
consciousness soul plasma. 

November 8, 2021: 
Cleared out overrides, backdoor connections and any other inserts to the system. Teens 
had heart attacks at concert with Cern stage design. 

All space stations were recalibrated to use for good. Got rid of the people on the space stations just 1 
woman who was an Abraxus projection.,.,the red Pleidian queen taken to court. 

Orion’s belt and star gate. Kim terminated MK Ultra programs. 
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Space station had a program for Chromosome splicing and splitting. Clearing Planet Mercury. 

November 9, 2021: 
GNA—Grounds for Non-acceptance. Communications sent from space stations to NSA, Maryland and 
Langley Black Site then branch out to a network. FinTech. GNA—Gaussian & Neural Accelerator. A 
reporter detecting through an intel chip and uses a disrupter packet. CPU and GPU graphic processing unit 
with Bios. Hackers in VRAM (virtual RAM). 

OLCF-4 IBM Supercomputer. QPU primo. AI. Realign Univac system by Unisys. Genesis biological 
weapons. Unisys Stealth, Genovac proposal was used to connect to StarLink or StarGate to send out more 
nanobots. Malware is from the origin of humanity at the Genesis installed in the human race and Planet 
Earth by the Abraxus. Mirror in the malware for remote control and creates the 3D matrix illusion. ORE: 
Output Rendering Engine. The malware virus emits a frequency to loosh your energy and power the 
virus. 

November 10, 2021: 
Kim cleared parallel system. Abraxus officially realized Kim was a formidable opponent today. Malware 
in the air, a bubble around the Source God particles. They fill the ether so we can’t have a higher 
concentration of God particles. There was a covenant signed with Lucifer, too much light was here. 
Microsoft connected through back doors. Virus platform located in Malta and NY. 

November 11, 2021: 
Hole in the PI_ETL, accessing the PI database with ETL tools. PI-ETL access point for Kali Maa. The 5 
military generals of the black sun in Germany were using PI to extract and filter info regarding new 
money at a computer. Kim cleared master nodes. Bank tellers are surprised because things look 
different. Synchronizing, virus scan and ID2020 scan. Time construct, Malware in blood, clear Nibiri 
infection, clear Sigint data from Urim base. 

November 12, 2021: 
The ink on money has nanobots in it connected to Virginia, on all cash! Planet Mercury sending 
something from a machine and a back up generator. Kim used Virtual Reality device to remove 
machines. Need to implode it because it controls commerce and time. Artificial intelligence plasma 
crystal had to be imploded. If not taken care of, there would have been a disaster on 11/18/21. Holes in 
the Torus from mercury transmission. Cern in Switzerland would have captured the transmissions from 
Mercury and sent them out.   Kim found several cern locations. Cern is a vortex that pulls the signal 
from Planet Mercury in and them amplifies the radius of where it goes and how it spreads. CIA owns 
fiber optic network and VAX port system. Kim took that away and they were angry. They were using a 
plasma filter to find our money transfers. Kim used a blue light to stop insidious light and unradiated 
light. 
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November 13, 2021: 
Transverse box was recording data and sending it out to Cern front end and also in the electrical grid. 
Vaccine and chemtrail nanobots were connected to Cern and space stations. Enforcer used a Direct Line 
Weapon. Kim cleaned out the transfer boxes, access points, security codes and folders. Interferon portal 
particle devices suck the life out of people and create demons. Interferons are AI and are put in people, 
disease and in the banking system. 

Transverse boxes put negative AI into electronics and people causing archons, vaccine and energy 
system issues. 

November 14, 2021: 
Enforcer completed mission last night. Enforcer had to have a staff member at each location to put a 
chip charge in each device and trigger them all at once. SSP having emergency meeting today. Clearing of 
Earth’s plasma and field and Tesla’s earthquake device and Death Ray device. Kim ran vaccine database 
removal program. November 18 will be the Day of Determining the Future. New generation of KETL 
being installed and showing as the Alpha System “bleeding” into the front system, Software integration 
complete providing direct pathway. They were trying to restart Mercury from Venus. Portable unit on 
Mercury, larger unit on Venus. Amazon Cloud Data working with SCAR (Scientific Committee on Antarctic 
Research), which works for SSP. 

November 15, 2021: 
They have supercomputer locations in Italy, Luxenburg and Budapest. Three SCAR bases 
confirmed in the Antarctic. SSP meeting about vaccines not working in Cheyenne. 

SCAR (Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research) in Antartica Confirmed 
SSP bases taken out by the Others in the area 

Pandora’s box (Ancient Box of Doldrums) recovered by the Abraxus from the Coliseum in Rome. 

Sends out gloom, doom and sadness through curses and spells 

FOCI (Foreign Ownership Control or Influence), Time Stamp and GPS work in system 

Kim takes out Kaleidoscope wall in system created by NSA Prism Program, part of Bush’s 

Echelon. KETL activation. Medula Pin is the pin of ULAR. Chimera. 

“M” made agreements with Mercury regarding commerce. Energetic binder fractilating the light 
energetic firewall. Fix KETL connection point (IntroSpectrum) and re-numeration code. 
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November 16, 2021: 
Clearing up the spaces in between within coding. DARPA cleared out and closed. Shine 
light through the interstitium/fluid filled spaces 

Clear out the PUTTR, PU TTR, Seattle Microsoft & SSP working together on Angel of Darkness program. 
Clear the spaces in between the coding 1_0_1_0, null spaces have to be deleted. 

November 18, 2021: 
Day of Determination…everyone has to make a choice 

Coronal Hole High Sped Streams (CH HSS). Extreme ultraviolet and soft r-ray and unipolar magnetic 
fields. Coronal hole located at or near the equator. Co-rotating interaction region resulting in particle 
density enhancement and interplanetary magnetic field. Geomagnetic storm. During middle of the 
night, Kim changed all programming for SQL, installed ATP protocol. 

November 19, 2021: 
Cistern is where the souls were registered 666 
binding of man 

The Spear of Destiny with 3 cisterns 613 
commandments 

Figure 8 infinity loop is binding and in the middle is a degeneration portal 
Recalibration while sucking energy out of the cisterns and big flashes of light Cellular 
regen is started and degeneration has been removed 

November 20, 2021: 
A thing on Mercury is called the infiltrator put there by Archons Trying to 
fire up another CoVid ID system 

Russian Space Communication System sending out electromagnetic radio frequency, in Chrimea 

November 22, 2021: 
Black Hole connected to worm hole to Abraxus and Draco 

Spirit of Source Day, A special day gateway that connected to the Central Sun, energy lasts for 48 hours 

Irridium brought from another planet Japanese helping the Chinese, Draco helping 

November 23, 2021: 

South Pole big black hole inside white fog circle 
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Clear out liens against humanity, linked to birth certificates and Jesuits. Humans were the collateral. The 
3,000-year agreement. 

Kim sent notice that the Sons of Solomon Covenant has expired and removed the lien. 

When we found out about the 3-year extension for the December 21, 
2018 looshing agreement that goes until Dec, 21, 2021. 

November 24, 2021: 

Agreement between Black Nobility families was found 

Kim to unwind all contracts they did as guardians System 
work 

November 25, 2021: 
Transfers/system work 

Go!Language, Go!Brand MicroServices 

Reptilian guy sitting on a computer on a ship taking our energy…Enforcer took care of him. 

November 26, 2021: 
Black Sun extension removed causing non-renewal of slavery contract. 
Go!Brand taken down 

SQUID-Super conducting quantum interference device. Squid tracking electromagnetic energy, STAR 
Cryoelectronics, LLC is a NASA spinoff. Coronal Hoel showing up as they are trying to create a version of 
an electromagnetic storm to interfere with tech. Using SQUID EMF to flash in clouds and affect air. 

Chimera in Ukraine trying to cause massive earthquake for fear. 

Self-replicating creature 20 down in Earth’s crust, had to be removed 

November 27, 2021: 
Omicron sent through cell phones, South Africa release 

November 28, 2021: 
AMENTI stargates 

Covenant of Ophiuchus, effects all stars on a deal between Creator and Lucifer Reclaim 
the Dome of the Pearl 
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Artemis 

November 29, 2021: 

Amenti Gate 

November 30, 2021: 
TTUV removed with pass through code 

December 1, 2021: 
Go!Brand was reinserted, need to delete all MicroServices 
CURL—Client URL 

December 2-3, 2021:  
System work 

 

December 6, 2021: 
Bypass the banks by using Cantilever 

Communication post 10 floors under the Vatican. 

Juno, Alaska, HAARP system that we missed. Centralized Communication connection through Bancorp. 

Petriega: 

PE- preliminary entry 
TRIE- digital tree 

GA- general availability 

= the chute 

Kim cleared malware on the chute 

12/7-12/8, collective consciousness celebration Cobra 

posted: PGR+ minimum requirements met 

Lockheed Martin-orbital directed energy weapon with PGR (post glacial rebound) trying to use the 
satellite system from the south pole. 
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December 9, 2021:  
Day of International Consumerism = digital connecting. 

Lisbon in Portugal monitoring personal energy usage and trying to dampen humanities energy. 

Virtual Donor- holographic communication with 3rd party entity. Aboriginal man (one of the New 
Zealand natives who originally signed with the Draco) glitching and trying to go back to before the 
looping began. 

Orbital director creates a time warp/digital orbit possibly from the Draco. Go! 

Microservices connected to KONG, used for banking. 

An old computer in the Antarctic that they feel can connect to Kim's system that was available before 
the looping so they are trying to get back to that time to access the computer. 

Go! brand had to be removed again 

Kim scanned all the chutes for malware, microservices and SQL. Changed SQL to fractal. Ring of 

Fire around the Sun 

Ring of Fire eclipse 

They were trying to use the power from the eclipse to do dastardly deeds. Abraxus 

in the background. Shine the light on the Fauchle. 

Trying to get the magnetic field back so they can control it. 

A lot of anxiety, on edge, emotions 

At Midnight 12/9/21, the end of the Sephardic realm/Kzarchian 2000-year-old covenant, which had 
given them exclusive access to Winti EFS and sole custody of a star zone. 

Transitory Regulation, an ancillary ruling made by the council to help regulate the transition. Colonists 
helping us to repairs to the ether damage created by the Abraxus and Draco. 

Kim had a conversation with Council that the elites don't listen and are bent on destroying Earth and 
beyond. 

Transitory team gave a deadline. Started talking to 5 top generals. They all chose death. Of the 20 below 
them, 18 are left. Some are already plotting against the restoration and will be the next to go. 
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They were plotting and explosion around the White House or nearby Cathedral or Basilica. 

Abraxus sending out their own frequencies of guilt and shame. Transitory team placed protective 
field around the Earth. Astral cleanup by the colonists. 

Doomsday plane, trying to access back door of financial system. 

December 16-18, next important dates 

Dec 14, 2021: 
Machines positioned to destroy 24 major cities, taking out the flying machine computer command 

They were trying to start a full on war with Iran 

Trying to block us with a ripple in time, temporal anomaly. Block chain with Switzerland and China 

Chinese celebration of deities. Chinese agreement linked to 9 emperors on the eve of the 9th lunar 
eclipse, trying to funnel great wealth to China 

December 15, 2021: 
Coordinated effort between military, laboratory and satellite. Trying to tap in to SuperNap Space X 
on the back side of Tahoe. Trying to secure the pathways for blockchain. 

Northrup Grummond, neuralink, Elon Muck and nanobots. 

National Health association tied to WHO. Their database was disabled so they made a direct connection to 
the satellite. Disconnect NSA tentacles in every country. They were sending bad frequencies to all humanity 

December 16, 2021: 
Heads up about a false flag, white house emptied out. Many circling scenarios were contemplated by the 
Deep State. Narrowed down 7 targets, including 5 in the US. Kim disabled NSA core system. 

December 17, 2021: 
Intense feeling of potential attacks. 

Russia and China trying to pay everyone in crypto. 

Blocks of frozen people in the Antarctic, being moved to prison planet. The 
Sephardic realm was destroyed. 

Judgment period- The Day of Judgment started the night of the new moon Dec. 4 to the night of the full 
moon Dec 21. They wanted to crush the economy and buy back everything for pennies on the dollar. 
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December 18, 2021: 
This is the day of determination when the battle lines are drawn until Dec 22. 

Cobra 2012 portal put outposts on project 501 update absolute collapse of beta based P501 protocols 
declared. 

Clif High said quantum biofeedback doesn’t work-- he is wrong because it works on the etheric level. 

Tensions high in Durango because they usually get paid Dec 21 & 22. CRS 
satellite was supposed to be launched on Dec 19. 

Gray Motor was the connection to Secret Space Force. They weren’t able to reinstate the time and 
timeline. 

Edge of Orions belt, they collected a small amount of loosh and were trying to make a deal with the 
Paleidians. 

December 19, 2021:  
full moon weirdness. The paleidians weren’t answering the phone for the deep state. 

The final way of the wall and the edge of the new being celebrated around the universe. The wall was 
the belief system that needs to come down gradually. The colony would be available as long as needed. 
Until December 21, they would be trying to hide the finality. 

December 20, 2021: 
Reptilian race causing backlash. Deep state moving toward stealing the KIMS transactions through 
corporation and siphoning rather than blocking our transfers. 

A new general named Grainger came in to replace General Hiden (Biden). 

Stay vigilant. Used a signal eliminator/Ray burn to dismantle automatic moon influence. 3 days before the 
full moon they sent out more parasites to the newly vaccinated. Space force in wait and hope mode "all 
we can do now is hope it still works." 

Enforcer took care of amperage issue, it came from the new Mr. BLACK (King Pin). He was ramping 
up Omicron. Smart people walking away from Mr. Black. 

December 21, 2021: 

Cobra upgrade masterpiece to Dreamland. SPX = SpaceX satellite. 

More Omicron pushing. 
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Artichoke vision was about a Call to Arms and ultimatum which was given by the colony. Each dark side 
member had to do a heart/mind statement. The Enforcer was given the task to remove the ones that 
wouldn’t comply or change. They were given until midnight UTC, then the sweep started. We had an 
infringement point where interruption could happen in the transfers. 

December 22, 2021: 
Cobra's Dreamland was a hack-o-rama where they were trying to use the collective consciousness to 
help them succeed in the hack. Kim stopped their global border computer. Enforcer was still watching 
and taking out the ones that said they would change but aren't. 

December 23, 2021: 
The darkside wants Kim to resign. They want her to be involved but under their authority. We need to 
continue the ratification of the colloquial space. 

December 24, 2021: 

1 General was very angry because Kim had not been ratifying things. 

They were conducting some sort of underwater explosion test around Hawaii The 

next big days were going to be Dec 26, Dec 28-29. 

December 25, 2021: 

no meeting was held, but major attacks were felt by Kim and the team. We were told that the colony had 
taken care of it. 

December 26, 2021: 

The Deep State was planning and explosion, (some sort of Christmas massacre), but it didn’t 

happen. 

We were told that Dec 27 would be a significant day as well. It was deemed the "Day of 
Determination for Corporate Structure"...Crown Corp! They were trying to use PayPal and 
Synchrony Bank (the old GE Capital renamed). 

They wanted to deepen the Scar with a pagan ritual but it didn’t work. The colony also stopped the 
explosion planned for Christmas. 
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We were told that the Deep State plans have a 2% chance of working. They were planning to steal 
money using Paypal on 12/27 and if that worked, they would use the funds for maleficent plans on Dec 
28. 

December 27, 2021: 
Another straggler was found firing up and old ANNA machine to create bonds and vaccine IDs. The 
Enforcer handled that issue. 

There were many hacking attempts overnight. 

Generals are looking for a way to save face to their military piers. 

Planet Mercury is a stray logic gate--a design center for making demons. No access to the real demons 
anymore. 

 

Needed to close the stray gate on or near planet Mercury. 

Found some gentle giant beings who were being bullied. They were brought to safety.  

December 28, 2021: 
12:00 UTC time was the "End of the Age of Darkness." The Dawn of a new day. It is the end of 

the dark side timeline. Now time is free with no restrictions. We start the Age of Acceleration when we 
catch up on all the things that we have been denied--peace, abundance and prosperity. 

Many of the dark side people were fading away. 

Crane / Hill families doing biowarfare 

Blarney stone had slavery seal 
Clear the serpent in Genesis 
Clear the ISIS knot. 

ISIS was lost, taken to Source. 

Apache PIG 

Wolf data systems out of the UK 

Slay the dragon with opulent sword, then claim it. 
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December 29, 2021: 
Remove emotional trauma of aliases from humanity Energetic 
spells as an infusion from the vaccine narrative 

Scientific community, pharma and Fauci creating a surrogate source with communication portal. 

Generals upset that Kim didn’t submit a proposal. 

December 30, 2021: 
Astral influence in banking (found in wells fargo) and beyond from Troy system that is an OXS malware that 
fossilized something in the geo port. 

Gondola is leaving with Kim at the stern 

Treaty of Versailles 

Nerve blocker Deliver System of the vaccine anesthesia 

PERK tumor progression 
Perkinase tumor accelerator 

Ankkpate 

Paragon force at tidal point affecting tide connected to time nodes. Connected to monoclonal in the 
aura of Earth but affecting people. Natural occurrence while in transition. 

December 31, 2021: 
Klaus Schwab sending gray whispers. MI6 said that Klaus was dead, but he is in hiding. Enforcer sent to 
check situation. 

Military had meeting, 3 military were against the restoration plan, 1 was human from here and 2 were 
humans from elsewhere. 
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